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Abstract
This article focuses on providing teachers with the whys and hows to implement tier-two vocabulary instruction in PK-12 grade classrooms. The article examines what is meant by tier-two vocabulary words and the need for increased vocabulary instruction to gain word knowledge. It also offers teachers applicable texts and activities to be used when they become teachers and ways to incorporate a school-to-home connection in support of students’ learning of new vocabulary words. The texts and activities are divided into three grade levels: K-2, 3-5, and 6-12. In addition, the article is divided into two sections, which outlines the whys and hows for increasing students’ vocabulary knowledge.
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The knowledge of words and word meanings is vital for the academic success of students. Vocabulary, is defined by Stahl (2005) as knowledge; not simply a definition but an understanding of how a word fits into the world. Vocabulary word knowledge can be understood through listening and reading, known as receptive vocabulary and through words spoken and written, known as productive or expressive vocabulary. There are nearly 600,000-800,000 words in the English language; therefore, it makes learning new vocabulary an ongoing process. The average student begins first grade with approximately 6,000 words of spoken language (Chall, 1983). Students will continue to learn roughly 3,000 more words each year. (Beck, McKeown, Kucan, 2013). Subsequently, there are some words that require more teaching than others. The question that practitioners continue to ask is, “How do we determine which words that need to be taught to increase vocabulary knowledge in PK-12 education”.

The Importance of Increasing Vocabulary Knowledge: The Whys

Vocabulary is a critical skill needed to successfully comprehend through listening and reading. One of the main skills that teachers will be expected to teach in the elementary grades is teaching a student to read and gain meaning from the text. Learning to read is a continuum and continues with secondary teachers’ ability to be able to teach students how to analyze and critique what they read (Chall, 1983). Students will not be successful at comprehending any texts if they do not know the meaning of the words in which they are decoding. For many, lack of vocabulary knowledge could be a reason that students are not able to access the meaning of a text.

Moreover, Hart and Risley (1995) determined that a huge discrepancy exist between students who grow up in a welfare family versus a working-class family versus a professional family. During the first four years of a child’s life, in a professional household, children heard 45 million words, while
children in working-class households heard 26 million words, and children from welfare households heard only 11 million words. (Please note that this includes the total number of words even if words were repeated.) Generally, the words heard by children in professional households were words of affirmation (encouraging words) per hour, while children in welfare households heard more prohibitions per hour (no, stop, etc.).

With the gap in the amount of words children hear prior to PreK, preschool teachers must be equipped with strategies to attempt to close the gap. Many strategies exist that can be used during vocabulary instruction to increase student word knowledge. Even so, the National Reading Panel (NRP; 2000) suggest that students should learn vocabulary through a variety of methods, and no single method is optimum. If a method such as direct instruction is used, students still need to receive repeated and multiple exposure to the new vocabulary words. Given this knowledge, not only must preservice teachers be taught how to determine an appropriate strategy to teach, they must also be able to consider students’ prior knowledge of words. Familiarity with students’ prior word knowledge allows teachers to determine which words they need to implement in their classrooms. Careful consideration is needed when determining which new words to teach. As a result, the Three-Tier System (Beck & McKeown, 1985) should be implemented to assist preservice teachers in this dilemma. In this article, the three tier system will be introduced and discussed. In addition, this article will focus on providing tier-two vocabulary instruction through the use of authentic literature and activities which can be implemented with students in PK-12 classrooms.

The three tier system classifies words based on level of utility or tier (Beck, McKeown, & Kucan, 2002). Tier-one vocabulary words consist of basic, every day words, such as happy, tree, mom, and shirt, and sight words, such as and, come, the, and from. Both sets of words generally do not require much direct instruction because most students already know what these words mean and/or the function of the word. (Please note that these words may have to be taught for students who are English Language Learners or students with severe, limited language experiences.) Tier-two words are likely to appear frequently in a wide variety of texts and in the written and oral language of mature language users. Words such as curious, consequence, attention, and examine are tier-two words. Lastly, tier-three words consist of low- frequency words that are in specific domains such as school, hobbies, weather, or a specific content area (Beck, McKeown, Kucan, 2013). Words such as isotope, parabola, Petri dish, and fundamentalism are Tier-Three words.

Unless teaching a content specific lesson or subject, teachers should focus their vocabulary instruction on implementing tier-two words, as tier-two words are words used frequently by mature language users. These words are not meant to be mastered through independent study but through conversation, direct instruction, and multiple-repeated exposure. Additionally, tier-two words are important for reading comprehension as they contain multiple meanings, are used across a variety of environments, and are words that allow students to describe concepts in a detailed manner (Beck, McKeown, Kucan, 2013). In order to decipher which words are tier-two, Hiebert (2009) suggests that teachers ask three questions 1) is the word needed to fully comprehend the text? 2) is the word likely to appear in future texts from any discipline? and 3) is the word part of a word family or semantic network where you can use one word to introduce several? For example, the word migration share the same derivative as immigrant and emigrate. While the Three-Tier system is beneficial in supporting student learning, teachers must use their own judgment of students needs when selecting words to teach (Beck, McKeown, Kucan, 2013). When selected appropriately, tier-two words can be very useful and productive when implemented in lessons and used in the context of classroom discussions.

Tier-two vocabulary knowledge influences student comprehension skills. Comprehension
takes place in the transaction between the reader and the text (Kucer, 2001; Rosenblatt, 1978). If a student demonstrates difficulty in deciphering vocabulary, they will likely have a strenuous time understanding key points of a text, leading to difficulty in comprehension. When a student demonstrates difficulty in recalling key details such as the plot of a story, character names, and setting, it becomes evident that the student lacks foundational literacy experiences. Furthermore, background knowledge is an indicator of likeliness that students are able to connect to a text (Butcher & Kintsch, 2003; Schallert & Martin, 2003). Thus, the relationship between vocabulary and comprehension reinforce the need for supporting preservice teachers in identifying pedagogical practices and strategies that will increase students’ word knowledge through vocabulary instruction.

A best practice for introducing new vocabulary is to implement a variety of children’s literature in classrooms through interactive read alouds (National Reading Panel, 2000). Successful vocabulary instruction through literature would require teachers to select authentic literature; increasing student motivation, enthusiasm, and interest in reading (Billman, 2002; Chick, 2006; Zambo, 2005). While there is not one simple definition for authentic literature (Harris & Hodges, 1995), authentic texts vary among picture books, novels, and informational texts (Ciecierski & Bintz, 2015). Not only will tier-two vocabulary be taught through children’s literature but also through oral and written language among the teacher and students. Implementing new vocabulary words through these strategies provides students with a variety of different words, thus affording students the opportunity to describe objects in writing and adds creativity to their work. Adding tier-two words assures that students will be able to describe and be more specific with key vocabulary words that previously were unfamiliar. Providing students with this knowledge will also increase their written and oral communication skills, ultimately, benefiting their academic and professional success.

Tier-two words are known to be difficult, yet easily found in classrooms. For this reason, these words must become part of the daily instruction in schools if teachers want their students to be successful. Exploring these words can also increase students’ motivation for reading and writing. Finally, introducing tier-two vocabulary does not exclude lower grade levels. While word acquisition may be different for all students, it is important to remember that they will acquire new words by vocabulary size rather than grade level (Biemiller, 2005). Recognizing the importance of word acquisition, examples of authentic literature that utilizes tier-two vocabulary paired with activities are detailed in the following section to provide practitioners with activities and strategies to implement in their classroom. These activities are ones that can be easily transferred to a home-based activity, promoting parental engagement with literacy development.

*The Importance of Increasing Vocabulary Knowledge: The Hows*

In an effort to expand pedagogical practices and increase parental involvement when it comes to student learning, teacher preparation programs must teach preservice teachers how to establish routine classroom activities and familiarize parents with the variety of activities that can be implemented at home. Authentic children’s literature can be used as early as Pre-K to second grade, to include literature that contains tier-two vocabulary such as *Jangles a Big Fish Story* (Shannon, 2012), *Giraffes Can’t Dance* (Andreae, 2012), *Chrysanthemum* (Henkes, 1991), and *A Bad Case of Stripes* (Shannon, 2007). These individual stories include tier-two vocabulary (e.g., wondrous, fellow, smithereens, extraordinary, elegant, humorous, and bizarre). Combining these stories with meaningful activities will increase student motivation and mastery of tier-two vocabulary words. One example includes the game *Play Swat*. For this game, the teacher places the
tier-two vocabulary words on either the whiteboard or on the wall. Then, separate the class into two teams. Two individual team members will each receive a fly swatter. The two team members will come to the front of the class, and the teacher will give a definition or picture of one of the words on the wall. The team members will identify the correct word by “swatting” the word on the board using their fly swatter. Whoever identifies the correct word first, will receive a point for their team. This activity can be modified for parents to engage in at-home learning activities with their child based on student’s needs.

Furthermore, as children become familiar with tier-two vocabulary, the engagement with literature will expand in third through fifth grade with novels like Charlotte’s Web (White, 1952) and Rain Reign (Martin, 2014). Students increase their vocabulary knowledge with words like injustice, desperate, inconsiderate, overwhelmed, directional, and diagnosis. Teachers and parents can create an entertaining activity with a beach ball where students lightly toss the beach ball in the air. As each student catches the ball, the student has to identify the definition for the word that his right or left thumb is touching. This game can be repeated until every student has had a chance to define a word. Likewise, an alternative process would be to have the definitions on the beach ball, and students would be responsible for identifying the tier-two vocabulary word. Again, for a school-to-home connection, this activity can be implemented at home with the parent and child.

Through advanced vocabulary instruction, students will gain word knowledge that will support their academic journey through the middle and high school years in grades six through twelve. It is vital that the continuation of strong literacy instruction remain as students become proficient readers. Students in the respective grade levels may experience difficulty in identifying texts that are relevant to their interests, however, the need for detailed vocabulary instruction continues to be significant. Strong instruction can be enhanced through texts like The Silver Star (Walls, 2013) and And the Mountains Echoed (Hosseini, 2013). Each of these texts introduce tier-two words such as disdain, complacent, candid, voracious, repulsive, and infatuated. Students who are advancing their vocabulary knowledge find choice activities to be more appealing.

Three examples of these types of activities include creating an encyclopedia with newly acquired vocabulary words, providing students the opportunity to create vocabulary packets, and the opportunity to reflect upon their vocabulary learning through the use of reflective or interactive journals. The encyclopedia consists of a notebook with each word dedicated to a page and placed in alphabetical order. On each page, the student is expected to write the word, write the definition, include a picture, and add any other pertinent information about the word. Vocabulary packets utilize a word wall with tier-one words. Under each tier-one word will be baggies with tier-two word choices, which will especially aid in including diverse vocabulary in their writing. Lastly, a reflective or interactive journal can be kept by each student to reflect upon the vocabulary word and their understanding of the word. Teachers can allow students to write a story, poetry, etc. in their journal utilizing the current vocabulary words. The three of these activities are student centered, created by individual students, and can be utilized as tools for the students, thus, creating independent learners. The NRP (2000) suggests that multimedia is a strategy to increase students’ vocabulary knowledge. As an extension to authentic literature, students can use many multimedia applications (app) and websites, outside of the classroom to provide a school-to-home connection, especially for those students in middle and high school. Some multimedia resources include: www.flocabulary.com, Charades! (app), and www.visuwords.com. First, Flocabulary is a website designed to provide students with videos, rap songs, and activities centered on literacy and especially vocabulary. Middle school and high school students can create their own vocabulary rap song and develop a video to pair
with the song based upon their book. In addition, students can peruse the Charades! app to
determine how to develop a charades game based upon the vocabulary from their text. Lastly,
Visuwords is a website that offers students a unique word web of their vocabulary word(s). The
students will simply type their word, and the website will create a word web that displays
synonyms, antonyms, parts of speech, and relationships to the target word. In addition, the student
can hover the mouse over each word in the word web and the definition will appear. Each of these
resources will provide students with interactive, engaging vocabulary activities.

Engaging students in high academic instruction in all subject areas will support word
knowledge and vocabulary. The essential focus area for teachers must be introducing and modeling
tier-two vocabulary and academic language through interactive instruction. The students will
acquire additional vocabulary when the instruction is paired with authentic literature. For this
reason, preservice teachers should be encouraged to use authentic literature outside of scripted
curriculum to engage students and effectively increase word knowledge. The NRP (2000) suggests
implementing interactive read alouds as an approach for vocabulary instruction. With this prior
knowledge, we argue that all children in grades PK-12 need tier-two vocabulary instruction through
interactive read alouds of authentic literature in order to develop a high academic vocabulary for
literacy development and to be successful learners.
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